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ABSTRACT 

Missing mass spectra were obtained by measuring 

recoil protons from the reaction p + p -+ p + X in the 

Jacobian peak region at It I = 0.175 and 0.25 (GeV/c)2. 

The incident momentum range from 9 to 300 GeV/c was 

covered continuously by taking data during the accelera

tion ramp of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 

machine. Our missing mass range varied from 1.5 to 8.5 

GeV and we observed the well known N*(1688) and N*(2l90} 

but no significant structures at higher mass. 
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We have searched for heavy nucleon resonances by measuring 

recoil protons from the reaction 

p + p + p + X (1) 

in the region of the Jacobian peak. The missing mass squared is 

given by the expression 

(2)
 

where m is the proton mass and the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to the 

incident, target and recoil protons respectively. The dependence 

2of M on the incident momentum PI and the recoil momentum P is illusX 3 

trated in Fig. 1 where loci of constant MX
2 are plotted at a fixed 

orecoil angle 83 = 64.4 • For each of these loci, Jacobian peak 

2kinematics apply where PI is a minimum for a given M The value ofX• 

P3 for this condition to be met has little dependence on the incident 

momentum Pl' Thus by selecting a fixed angle and scanning through 

the entire incident momentum range during the acceleration ramp, we 

can take advantage of the favorable mass resolution of the Jacobian 

1peak method without measuring P3 accurately • 

2Target protons are provided by a hydrogen gas jet located 

inside the main ring of the Fermilab machine. ~e aetect recoil 

protons with a counter telescope which defines a fixed recoil angle 

and selects a fairly broad band of recoil mQme~ta by means of range. 

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 2 is similar to the one 

used in a previous experiment3• The major modification is the 

addition of three finger counters A, Band C each 0.25 in. wide 
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which define the recoil angles more precisely and improve our 

resolution. Furthermore, by taking mass spectra at three different 

angles simultaneously any true resonance should be seen at different 

incident momenta. This helps discriminate against beam related 

effects. 

The recoil proton momentum bite is determined by two 

aluminum absorbers by requiring the protons to go through absorber 

1 and stop in absorber 2 (See Fig. 2). These events are defined 

by the trigger logic ClC2C3C4CSC6. Protons are separated from pions 

of the same range by time-of-flight over the ~2 m distance between Cl 

and C4• 

In addition to proton events we record the following three 

triggers for monitoring the beam-target luminosity: (i) Fast charged 

particles passing through the spectrometer (mostly pions) are 

selected by means of a third absorber (see Fig. 2) with trigger logic 

ClC2C3C4CSC6C7. (ii) A four fold coincidence telescope located at 

70 0 to the beam also detects mostly pions. (iii) A solid state 

detector4 located at a fixed angle of 85.50 to the beam measures 

elastically scattered protons. 

The duration of the H2 jet was ~l sec. whereas the full 300 

GeV acceleration cycle lasts ~3 sec. Therefore, our data taking was 

divided into three overlapping energy regions. We also took data at two 

different settings of P3 and 6 both at the Jacobian peak; 8 = 3, 3 

64.40 and 380 < P3 < 480 MeV/c corresponding 
~ 

to an average four 

momentum transfer t = -0.175 (Gev/c)2 and 83 = 60.0 0 and 440 < P3 < 

r- 590 MeV/c corresponding to t = -0.25 (GeV/c)2. 
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The incident momentum binning was chosen sUfficiently fine 

so that its contribution to our mass resolution was small. Our 

mass resolution is dominated by our angular resolution which is 

degraded mainly by multiple Coulomb scattering. This was calculated 

by a Monte Carlo program giving a F~lliM mass resolution ~M of 33 MeV 

at MX = 1.6 GeV and ~M = 180 MeV at MX = 7.0 GeV for our low It I 

data using the finger counters. Our high It I data has ~M = 22 MeV 

at M = 2.1 GeV and ~M = 140 MeV at MX = 8 GeV. X 

Fig. 3 shows a sample of our data, taken with the B finger 

counter, expressed in terms of the invariant cross section
 

2 2
sd a/dt dMX• This cross section is related to the quantities
 

measured in the laboratory by the expression
 

= (3) 

where s is the square of the total center-of-mass energy, m is the proton 

mass, Np is the rate of inelastic recoil protons from Reaction (1) 

and L is the beam-target luminosity. The luminosity is obtained as 

in Ref. 5 using the rate of elastic events NE~ in the solid state 

detector, the optical theorem, the known pp total cross section and 

the known pp elastic differential cross section. 

The error bars (~±l%) shown in Fig. 3 are statistical only. 

In addition, there is an uncertainty of ±9% in the relative energy 

dependence of the cross section. For a more accurate measure of the 

energy dependence of the non-resonant cross section the reader is 

~ referred to Ref. 5. In that experiment several short jet pulses at 
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different energies were used during a single acceleration cycle 

rather than a single long pulse as in the present experiment. The 

former method introduces fewer systematic errors in measuring energy 

dependence while the latter is more suitable for bump searches. Our 

absolute normalization was obtained by fitting the high energy part 

of our data to that of Ref. 5 with the error given there as ±15%. 

We observe clear enhancements in the regions of the N*(1688) 

and N*(2l90). We attempted to fit our data to compare with previous 

experiments6,7 which produced these resonances in roughly the same 

s and t region. The suggestion is strong6 that the cross section 

dcr/dt for these and other diffractively produced N*'s is roughly s 

independent in the region of our data. Therefore we parameterize 

~ the bumps in our data as 

(4) 

where BW(MX) is a suitably normalized relativistic Breit-Wigner. 

To this we add a background consisting of a polynomial in mass and 

a 1//5 term. Although the peak of the N*(1520) is below our mass 

range, we allow for its tail by including it in our fit with a 

fixed mass and width but a variable amplitude. For our highest 

statistics data (t = -0.175 (GeV/c)2, no finger counter required) we find 

for the N*(1688) region M = 1675 MeV, the width with resolution re

moved r = 158 MeV and dcr/dt = 1.0 (mb/GeV2) ~in good agreement with 

Ref. 7. The N*(2l90) region is not so well determined because the 

~ width generally wants to be wide ~800 MeV at a mass of ~2200 MeV). 
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But if we fix the width at r = 300 MeV, we obtain a mass M = 2131
 

MeV and, in good agreement with Ref. 7, dcr/dt = 0.12 (mb/Gev2).
 

This fit includes a wide Breit-Wigner at 2350 MeV with r = 1060 MeV,
 

2 . 2 2 2dcr/dt = 0.24 mb/GeV and peak he~ght sd cr/dt dM = 2.1 mb/GeV. Wex 
find we need this wide bump to get a good fit (3% confidence level) 

although it could be interpreted as part of the background. The 

fit without this bump has a confidence level of less than 0.001%. 

Another possible interpretation is the existence of further N*'s, 

which cannot be resolved, above the mass of the N*(2l90). Other 

than the N*(1688) and N*(2l90), we see no evidence for bumps with 

2cr/dt dM~widths less than 800 MeV and heights greater than sd = 

2 mb/Gev2• 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Loci of constant missing masses squared at a fixed recoil 

angle of 64.40 as a function of incident and recoil momenta. 

The dotted lines represent the accepted recoil momenta 

straddling the Jacobian peak. 

Fig. 2 Experimental setup (not to scale) in the Internal Target 

section of the Fermilab main ring. In addition to the proton 

range spectrometer, there are two beam-target luminosity 

monitors; a solid state detector and scintillation counters 

BMl-4. The solid state detector is inside a vacuum chamber 

cornmon to machine vacuum. 

Fig. 3 Data obtained with the B finger counter in the recoil proton 

coincidence. The data were taken at two different angles 

83 = 64.40 and 60.00 corresponding to t = -0.175 and -0.25 

(Gev/c)2 respectively. Only statistical errors of ~±l% are 

shown. The uncertainty in the relative normalization of the 

data at the extremes of our energy range is ±9%. The uncer

tainty in the absolute normalization is ±15%. 
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